50,000 USG
or
1,200 BBL

Portable water storage
save on transport cost!
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FTDS – Frac Tank Deployment
System – takes the place of 6
people assists with rolling and
unrolling the tanks.

Portable and
Lightweight

96% Reduction in
Shipping Costs

Our Advantage is
in the Fabric

Our Expertise is in the
Manufacturing Process

With an FTDS (Frac Tank Deployment
System) attached to a skid steer, an
operator plus one helper can mob and
demob an entire frac water storage
system in the fraction of the time as for
steel frac tanks.

One semi-truck can deliver 24 HIPPO
frac tanks which equals 1.2 million
gallons of water or 28,800 BBLs. This
will reduce 57 truck hauls or 228 times
a semi-truck would travel on and off
your site.

The HIPPO tank is a proprietary fabric
blend that combines folding flexibility
with unsurpassed exterior strength.

More than 35 years of fabric technology
and engineering makes SEI a worldleader in liquid containment design and
manufacturing.

■■ 10 - 15 minutes to set up
■■ 15 - 20 minutes to take down

Now, you do the math based on your
local transport rates!

The mighty HIPPO tank fabric is tested
to 73,000 cycles and is designed to
handle all weather conditions from
-50 °C / -58 °F to +72 °C / +161 °F. It is
up to 12x stronger than standard fabric
in abrasion testing.

hippo Frac Tank SPECIFICATIONS
Tank Size

Tank Volume

Tank Weight

33’ x 50’ (10 m x 15.3 m)

50,000 USG (190 m3) 1,200 BBL

1000 lbs. (454 kg)
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SEI uses radio-frequency RF welding to
create the strongest welds.
SEI
customers
have
field-tested
individual HIPPO tanks to more than 200
moves without a weld separation!

